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Abstract: The popularity of jute-based bio and hybrid composites is mainly due to an increase in
environmental concerns and pollution. Jute fibers have low cost, high abundance, and reasonable
mechanical properties. Research in all-natural fibers and composites have increased exponentially
due to the environment concerns of the hazards of synthetic fibers-based composites. Jute based bio
and hybrid composites have been extensively used in number of applications. Hybrid jute-based
composites have enhanced mechanical and physical properties, reasonably better than jute fiber
composites. A detailed analysis of jute-based bio and hybrid composites was carried out in this
review. The primary aim of this review paper is to provide a critical analysis and to discuss all recent
developments in jute-based composites. The content covers different aspects of jute-based composites,
including their mechanical and physical properties, structure, morphology, chemical composition,
fiber modification techniques, surface treatments, jute based hybrid composites, limitations, and
applications. Jute-based composites are currently being used in a vast number of applications such as
in textiles, construction, cosmetics, medical, packaging, automobile, and furniture industries.
Keywords: hybrid bio-composite; natural fiber; extrusion; jute; renewable

1. Introduction
We are surrounded by environmental pollution, which has now become a major threat to
all living creatures. Leading nations are trying to minimize pollution by taking radical steps to
replace pollution-causing materials with renewable ones. Researchers have made it possible to
replace conventional synthetic materials with natural bio-based alternatives. Composite materials are
considered to be one of the most important materials in diversified and load-bearing applications.
Many resources have been spent on developing synthetic composites, which have performed well in
different applications. But now, with ever-increasing environmental concerns and threats, much focus
has been diverted to the development of bio- and hybrid composites. As a result, in the past few years,
a great deal of attention has been paid to the development of these composites. Currently, bio-composites
are being developed to meet the performance of synthetic composites. These bio-composites are
biodegradable and various natural fibers have been used for their fabrication, aiming at making
them eco-friendly in nature and with minimum carbon emissions. Even hybrid composites have also
become popular due to superior mechanical and physical properties compared to pure bio-composites.
Bio-composites are natural, light in weight, low in carbon emissions, and low in material and
manufacturing costs. And above all, these fibers used in the manufacturing of bio-composites are
abundant in nature. Bio-composites are on the verge of becoming an integral part of society due to their
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various useful applications [1]. Consequently, bio-composites have emerged as the best replacement for
synthetic composites. Different bio-composites are at various developmental stages, both in research
and in the industrial community. Many bio-composite materials have shown mechanical and physical
properties comparable to that of synthetic composites. These natural fibers are adequate replacements
for glass and carbon fibers. Despite swift progress in this field, many shortcomings and limitations
still exist, hindering the practical implementation of these natural fibers. The limitations of bio-based
polymers and composites include poor adhesion between polymer and matrix, incompatibility of
fibers, agglomeration of fibers, and a lack of manufacturing processes [2,3]. Research is being carried
out in developed and developing countries with the aim of overcoming the outstanding issues related
to bio-composites. Many countries are taking further steps ahead by encouraging industries to use
bio-composites and also by giving them different trading incentives, while industries themselves
are adopting these bio-composites for various international certifications and for gaining access to
international markets. Biodegradable materials will not only benefit us environmentally but will also
help to improve economic outlooks [4].
Recently, bio-composites and bio-degradable materials have gained much momentum.
These materials are subjected to continuous research development regarding numerous industrial
sectors. Different plant fibers are shown in Figure 1 [5–8]. Among various different natural fibers,
jute is one of the most important fibers used in the manufacturing of bio-composites. Jute belongs
to the bast fiber family and is normally grown in the tropical areas of China, Bangladesh, India, and
Indonesia. It is considered to be one of the most produced fibers in the world [9]. Jute can easily be
grown in a humid atmosphere and warm temperature range. Additionally, jute is known as a rainy
season crop and can survive flood conditions. Jute is solely grown for the extraction of fibers [6].
Jute plants are differentiated based on plant type, color, strength, and length of fibers. White and Tossa
jute are the two main types of jute plants [10] which are cultivated in tropical and high-temperature
areas. Asia is the biggest producer of jute and contributes to around 95% of total jute production in
the world [6]. Jute fibers have gained much attention in the last few years due to their physical and
mechanical properties. The mechanical properties of jute fibers are believed to be comparable to glass
fiber in terms of specific strength and specific modulus [11].
In addition, jute fibers are eco-friendly, renewable, cheap to produce, and bio-degradable [12].
The main constituents of jute fibers are cellulose and lignin. Cellulose is a polysaccharide that helps
to form hydrogen bonding between matrix and natural-fiber-improving interfacial adhesions [13].
Jute fiber has a high demand from textiles other than the composite and bio-polymer industries [14].
The properties of jute fibers are usually determined by the maturity of the plant, fiber length, and
the processing techniques used for the manufacturing of composites [6]. Jute fiber is currently being
used in many applications including textiles, automobiles, and even in some load-bearing applications.
In the automobile sector, bio-composites and bio-polymers of jute are used to produce different
components such as door panels, trunk liners, and cup holders [15,16]. Even big auto manufacturers
such as Mercedes, along with many European and American car manufacturers, are keen to use more
renewable composites and polymers [17]. The annual production of various natural fibers is shown in
Table 1 [6,18–20].
Over the last few years, jute-based hybrid composites containing natural components have emerged
with better mechanical properties than natural jute-based composites. Usually hybrid composites are
made from a combination of natural and synthetic fibers in a matrix while bio-composites consist of
natural fibers and synthetic or natural material composite. Hybrid composites contain less percentage
of natural fibers but the shortcomings of all-natural fiber composites can be overcome by reducing
natural fiber content with the addition of synthetic fibers such as glass fibers.
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Table 1. Annual production of different fibers.
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2. Structure, Morphology, and Chemical Composition of Jute
2. Structure, Morphology, and Chemical Composition of Jute
Jute fibers, obtained from jute plants, are commonly known as lignocellulosic fibers [21]. Jute fibers
Jute fibers, obtained from jute plants, are commonly known as lignocellulosic fibers [21]. Jute
are multi-cellular and can be found in the bast region of jute plants, stretching along the stem [22,23].
fibers are multi-cellular and can be found in the bast region of jute plants, stretching along the stem
A single jute fiber is formed by combining different cells and constituents like lignin, cellulose, oils,
[22,23]. A single jute fiber is formed by combining different cells and constituents like lignin,
waxes, and the different types of fats [24]. These cementing constituents help in the formation of
cellulose, oils, waxes, and the different types of fats [24]. These cementing constituents help in the
a network of jute fibers in the stem region and this network of jute fibers is called a strand. Jute fibers
formation of a network of jute fibers in the stem region and this network of jute fibers is called a
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constituents in jute fiber, such as micro-fibrils and lignin, while pectin gives plant structure its
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micro-fibrils and lignin, while pectin gives plant structure its elasticity. Jute fiber also contains some
minor traces of waxes, which are insoluble in water and acids [14,42,43].
Lignin is known to be one of the most abundant polymers [44], which is considered to be a complex
three-dimensional structure with a presence of aliphatic and aromatic groups. Lignin consists of a high
amount of carbon along with a low amount of hydrogen [45]. These amounts of carbon and hydrogen
make lignin aromatic or unsaturated in nature with the presence of hydroxyl, carboxyl, and methoxyl
groups. The basic unit cell of lignin is composed of hydroxyl and methoxyl groups, which make the
constituent complex and amorphous. It is readily soluble in alkali and can be oxidized and condensed,
though it cannot be hydrolyzed by an acidic medium [4]. Lignin is connected with other constituents
of jute fiber through being alkali resistant and having alkali-sensitive links. Alkali-sensitive linkage
is in-between the hydroxyl groups of lignin and the carboxyl groups of cellulose or hemicellulose,
while the alkali-resistant link is actually a crosslinking of the hydroxyl groups of lignin and cellulosic
constituents [46]. Lignin usually provides support to plants and has a hydrophobic nature.
3. Mechanical Properties of Jute Fiber
Jute fiber is considered to be one of the most important fibers for the production of bio-composites
and bio-plastics. Much research can be found studying the different mechanical properties of jute fiber,
which have acceptable mechanical properties like tensile properties, specific strength, and modulus,
hence increasing its potential use in different applications [47]. The values of the different mechanical
properties of jute fiber reported by researchers are listed below in Table 2. The addition of synthetic
fibers in jute-based composites are found to increase its mechanical properties. These hybrid composites
have shown better results and mechanical properties than that of bio-composites made up of jute
fiber [36]. Hybrid composites are the combination of two or more natural and synthetic fibers with
matrix material [48]. Synthetic fiber helps to balance the shortcomings associated with natural fibers [49]
and helps to increase the mechanical properties and to decrease costs associated with composites [4,26].
Mechanical properties are dependent on many factors, one of the most important factors is the fiber
length of composite [50]. The critical length of fiber is important to have better mechanical properties,
stress transfer, and good fiber/matrix. Fiber length is critical for carrying maximum load. Fiber length
beyond critical length results in poor fiber/matrix adhesion and poor stress transfer which will result
in failure and the pre-mature fracture of fibers [51]. Chollakup et al. [52] studied the effects of long and
short fibers of pineapple leaf on properties of composites. Composites with longer fiber length were
found to be stronger in comparison with short fibers. Longer fibers exhibited homogenous dispersion
while short fibers were heterogeneously dispersed. The tip or end of short fibers behaves as a stress
concentrating site, leading to poor stress and load transfer from matrix to fibers. Controlling fiber
orientation and aggregation are some of the issues associated with short fibers [53]. Mishra et al. [54]
studied a hybrid composite of jute with epoxy and found an increase in flexural, tensile, and impact
strength. The composite was found to have better mechanical interlocking between fiber and matrix.
Abdullah Al et al. [55] studied the mechanical properties of jute fiber with epoxy glass fiber. They found
that the mechanical properties were improved with the addition of glass fiber. An ultraviolet radiation
technique was used to further improve the mechanical properties of the jute/glass fiber composite.
Ahmed and Vijayarangan [56] studied the different mechanical properties of the jute/glass fiber
composite. Significant improvements were observed in mechanical properties with the addition of
glass fiber. Ahmed et al. [57] studied the effects of glass fiber when added to jute fiber to form a hybrid
composite. In this research, it was presented that mechanical properties like tensile, interlaminar shear,
and flexural strength showed notable improvement with the addition of glass fiber. The addition of
just 16.5 wt % of glass fiber improved the shear, tensile, and flexural strength properties by 17.6%,
37%, and 31.23%, respectively. This hybrid composite showed a better resistance to moisture. As jute
fiber is hydrophilic in nature, which is a major hindrance to achieving better mechanical properties.
The low mechanical properties of jute fiber are due to poor fiber–matrix adhesion, fire resistance, and
thermal degradation [58]. Zamri et al. [59] studied the effects of water absorption on the mechanical
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Mechanical Properties of Jute Fiber

Density
Density
(g/cm3 )

Diameter
Diameter
(µm)

(g/cm3)

(µm)

1.3–1.5
1.3–1.45
1.3–1.5
1.3–1.45
1.3–1.45
1.3
1.3–1.45
-1.3
1.3–1.5
1.3–1.49
1.23
1.3–1.5

20–200
-20–200
25–30
25–30
-20–200
25–30
5–25
25–30
-

1.3–1.5
1.3–1.49
1.23
1.3–1.5

20–200
5–25
-

Mechanical Properties of Jute Fiber
Specific
Tensile
Tensile
Specific
Micro-Fibrillar
Moisture Tensile
Strength
Micro- ◦ Moisture
Strength Tensile
Modulus
Strength
Angle ( )
Content (%)
(MPa/g·m−3 )
(MPa) Modulus
(GPa)
Fibrillar
Content
Strength
(S/ρ)−3)
(MPa/g.m
Angle-(°)
(%) (MPa)
(GPa)
200–770
20–55
310–625
(S/ρ)
393–780
13–30
- 200–770
20–55
310–625
393–773
13–26.5
- 393–780
- 320–800 13–30
8–78
393–773 13–26.5
26.5
- 393–773
- 400–800
10–30
-7–9
320–800
8–78
- 393–800
13–27
- 8
393–773
26.5
393–800
13–26.5
320–800 10–30
8–78
- 8
- 15.5–13.7 400–800
- 187–773
20–55
140–320
7–9- 12
393–800
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Table 3. Mechanical properties and surface treatments of different jute-based composites.
Fabrication Method

Key Parameters and Findings

Mechanical Properties

Surface Treatments and Effects on Mechanical
Properties

References

Jute/epoxy

Hand lay-up

Void content decreased and
mechanical properties increased with
the increase in jute fiber content
in composite.

Properties like hardness, impact strength and tensile
strength increased with the increase in jute fiber
content due to improved fiber/matrix adhesion with
better interlocking. Inclusion of fibers increases
modulus of composite, increasing overall hardness.

-

[47]

Glass/jute fiber
reinforced epoxy
composite

Hand lay-up

Flexural load separated fibers from
matrix upon failure.

Jute–glass fiber composite had tensile strength up to
63 MPa and flexural load up to 1.03 KN.

-

[68]

Jute fiber reinforced
with epoxy and
polyester matrices

Compression molding

20 wt % jute fibers and 80 wt % matrix
materials were used with fiber length
of 2–3 mm.

Jute epoxy composite had higher tensile strength,
flexural strength and tensile modulus due to better
stress distribution and fiber/matrix adhesion.

5% NaOH (alkali treated) jute fiber composites
showed better tensile strengths and flexural
strengths than 10% NaOH treated composites.

[36]

64–69% of epoxy resin, 18–31% of jute
fibers, 0–19% of glass fibers were used
in fabrication of different samples.

Increase in glass fiber content increased mechanical
properties of composite.
Composite with 64% epoxy resin, 18% of jute fibers
and 19% of glass fiber had better tensile strength
while flexural strength had not any significant
change. Greater jute content led to rapid mass loss
and increased moisture absorption.

-

[79]

Samples with 50 wt % of jute
were fabricated.

Tensile strength, tensile modulus, Izod impact
strength, flexural strength and modulus for
untreated jute/polylactide were 158 MPa, 5.3 GPa,
60 KJ/m2 , 180 MPa and 10.5 GPa respectively.
Untreated samples had greater Izod impact strength
and thermal stability due to fiber pull out
mechanism. While treated samples had fractured
fibers which require less energy than pull
out mechanism.

Samples were modified by alkali, silane, peroxide
and permanganate surface treatments.
Silane treated samples had elevated values for
tensile strength and modulus, flexural strength
and modulus. Surface treatments increase surface
roughness which in turn increases fiber/matrix
adhesion and inter-locking. Surface treatment
alters fiber structure and can chemically modify
mechanical properties, increasing mechanical
properties of composite.

[60]

30 wt % of fiber loading had optimum
mechanical properties.

Tensile strength showed decreasing trend as increase
in jute fiber content increased the area of fiber/matrix
interface, while tensile modulus increased due to
obstruction in stress propagation by micro spaces.
Flexural strength and modulus increased up to 30wt
% fiber loading. Impact strength showed an
increasing trend as larger force is required to pull
out fibers up till 30 wt % of jute contents.

Urea treatment improved properties such as
fiber/matrix adhesion, tensile strength and
modulus, flexural strength and modulus and
impact strength

[61]

Jute Composite

Jute/glass fiber
reinforced epoxy
composite

Polylactide and jute
composite

Jute fiber/polypropylene
composite

Hand lay-up

Solvent casting method

Extrusion
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Table 3. Cont.
Jute Composite

Fabrication Method

Key Parameters and Findings

Mechanical Properties

Surface Treatments and Effects on Mechanical
Properties

References

Jute reinforced epoxy
composite

Hand lay-up

Different mechanical and water
absorption properties were studied for
treated and untreated samples.

Tensile strength and flexural strength of untreated
jute fiber epoxy composite were 46.7 and
62.4 MPa respectively.

Alkali treatment increased tensile strength by 108%
and flexural strength by 28%.

[62]

Hand lay-up

Jute and glass fibers were used in
epoxy matrix to fabricate composite.

Hardness values increased with the increase in glass
fiber content. Glass fibers have high hardness values
which increase hardness of composite. Tensile
strength showed increasing trend with the increase
in glass fiber composition. Natural fibers enhanced
degradability properties. and glass fibers
enhanced brittleness.

Strength of composite increased by 11% when
fibers were treated with NaOH. Tensile strength for
treated composite increased due to removal of fiber
components such as hemicellulose, lignin along
with amorphous and crystalline parts of fibers.

[80]

Hand lay-up

Homogenous thickness of samples
was obtained through
compression technique.

Jute/E-glass composite showed better tensile
strength than pure jute-based composite due to
better stress transfer. Jute fibers increased toughness
and decreased brittleness. While epoxy glass
improved erosion wear properties.

Jute fibers were alkali treated to get rid of lignin,
hemicellulose, and cellulose from the surface
of fibers.

[81]

Hand lay-up

Samples were prepared using 56% of
jute and kenaf fibers, 40% of epoxy,
and 4% of hardeners.

Flexural strength, impact strength, tensile and
compressive strength of treated fibers had enhanced
values as compared untreated fibers composite.

Surface treatment of kenaf and jute fibers removed
hemi-cellulose, pectin and other non-cellulosic
matter. Surface treatment increased surface area,
reduced moisture absorption and improved
roughness of fibers for better fiber/matrix adhesion.

[82]

Hand lay-up

Composite samples were
manufactured through hand lay-up
techniques and were tested for
different mechanical properties.

Values of tensile strength, elongation at break and
Young’s modulus for untreated jute composite are
12.61 MPa, 20.96%, 84.63 MPa, respectively.

7% NaOH treated sample exhibited highest values
of tensile strength, elongation at break and Young’s
modulus with increase of 48.69%, 87.5%, and
62.94% respectively from untreated sample. NaOH
treatment makes surface rough, improving
fiber/matrix adhesion which enhances
mechanical properties.

[83]

Jute/glass epoxy
composite

Jute/Epoxy glass
composite

Jute/kenaf fibers
reinforced epoxy
composite

Jute reinforced
polyester resin
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4. Surface Treatments of Jute Fiber
Many surface-modification techniques are used to improve physical, chemical, and mechanical
properties. Surface modification techniques help in improving adhesion between fiber and matrix,
reducing water absorption, and enhancing fire-resistance properties [84,85]. These modification
techniques are roughly divided into two groups—chemical and physical surface modification techniques.
It is noted that not all techniques are eco- and environmentally-friendly. Hence, before using any
techniques, environmental hazards must be kept in mind. For some applications, these modification
techniques may not be suitable, such as in the food packaging industry. Chemical surface-modification
techniques involve acetylation treatment, silane, alkaline treatment, enzymic treatment, succinic, and
maleic anhydride grafting. Whereas physical modification techniques involve ultraviolet radiations,
gamma irradiation, electron beam irradiation, plasma and corona treatment [86,87]. Most chemical
modification techniques are discussed in fiber modification techniques, while physical modification
techniques will be discussed below. Table 3 shows various surface modification methods.
Physical Modification Methods
Physical modification techniques are widely employed to improve the different properties of jute
fiber in order to compete with synthetic counterparts. Gamma radiation is the process of deposition
of energy in cellulose, which is achieved through a process called Compton scattering. After energy
deposition, macro-cellulosic radicals are produced through the localization of deposited energy.
These cellulosic radicals are responsible for improving different mechanical and physical properties
of jute fiber [88]. Many studies are available on the gamma radiation of jute fiber, which focuses
on the improvement of jute through various gamma doses. Khan et al. [89] studied the effects of
gamma radiation for jute fiber reinforced polypropylene composite on various mechanical properties,
with gamma radiations doses between 250–1000 krad. Results depicted that pretreatment of jute fibers
and polypropylene with 500 krad of gamma radiation improved mechanical properties. Properties like
tensile strength, impact strength, and bending strength improved by 27%, 73%, and 27%, respectively.
Water intake for treated jute fiber composite was 6.97% as compared to 9.85% for untreated jute
fiber composite. Gamma radiations can start scission and breaking of chemical bonds resulting in
smaller polymeric molecules. The structure of matrix polymer is changed with the joining of these
small molecules through cross-linking. Gamma radiations can increase active sites in matrix material.
All these processes induced by radiations contribute in increasing mechanical properties of composite.
Islam et al. [90] used gamma radiation for the surface modification of 50 wt % of treated jute, with
50–1000 krad of gamma radiation. An increase of 45% in tensile modulus and a 5% increase in tensile
strength were observed in this experiment. Gamma treatment improved bond strength by providing
more active site for better fber/matrix adhesion and induced cross-linking in matrix material. The jute
fiber composite showed the best mechanical properties at a dose of 500 krad.
The UV radiation technique is another method for improving the mechanical properties of jute
fibers. UV radiation techniques also help in cross-linking between the polymeric matrix and fiber.
Khan et al. [88] studied the effects of gamma radiations alongside the effects of pre-irradiated fibers
with UV radiations prior to gamma radiations. Gamma radiations improved different mechanical
properties. Of all jute composites used in the experiment, composites with 38% jute content showed
better mechanical properties. Tensile strength was increased by 108%, bending strength by 58%,
bending modulus by 211%, and tensile modulus by 138%, as compared to a pure polymeric film.
Tensile and bending strength increased up to 500 krad due to the formation of free radicals, increasing
the degree of cross-linking. Tensile and bending strength decreased after 500 krad of radiation, mainly
due to degradation of cellulose backbone [91]. Similarly, samples pre-irradiated with ultraviolet
radiation before gamma treatment exhibited even better properties. A 15% increase in bending
strength and a 19% increase in tensile strength were observed from the samples without UV treatment.
There was a 150% increase in tensile strength and a 90% increase in bending strength in comparison
with pure polymeric film. Abdullah-Al-Kafi et al. [55] studied the effects of UV radiation on jute/glass
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fiber composites where the 25 wt % treated jute exhibited better mechanical properties of all the
samples. The UV radiated jute/glass fiber composite had increased tensile modulus by 33%, tensile
strength by 70%, and tensile modulus by 33% compared with untreated composite. The increase
in mechanical properties was attributed to an increase in cross-linking due to a phenomenon called
photo-cross-linking, generating a high number of active sites. After a certain dose of UV radiation,
mechanical properties show decrement in these mechanical properties mainly due to an opposite
phenomenon—photodegradation. In photodegradation, the main cellulose chain starts to degrade
and even polymer may degrade at high doses [91]. Plasma treatment was also found to be effective in
improving the mechanical properties of jute fibers. In plasma treatment, new polar groups, or even
polymer layers are introduced, helping the fiber to form a better adhesion with the matrix through
covalent bonds. Seki et al. [92] studied the effects of oxygen plasma treatment on jute fibers. In this
treatment, jute fibers were treated with radio frequencies and low frequencies through the use of
different reactors. The treatment improved different mechanical properties, such as inter-laminar shear
strength which was improved to 19.8 MPa for low frequency and 26.3 MPa for radio frequency oxygen
plasma treatment compared to untreated jute fiber where the inter-laminar shear strength was around
11.5 MPa. This treatment also improved both flexural and tensile strengths. Radiofrequency oxygen
plasma treatment was found to be much better than low frequency plasma treatment. Oxygen plasma
improves fiber/matrix adhesion and interlocking due to an increase in roughness and by the fact that
plasma treatment removes cellulose and hemicellulose, leaving lignin behind on the fiber surface
which contributes in increasing fiber/matrix adhesion [93]. Electron-beam irradiation is an eco-friendly,
clean and energy saving process to improve the surface properties of fibers, composite, films, and
polymers [94]. Ji et al. [95] studied the effects of electron-beam irradiation on the mechanical and
physical properties of jute fibers; 0–100 kGy (kiloGray) of electron-beam doses were used. In this
study, jute fibers showed better thermal stability at the optimum dose of 10 kGy due to increased
fiber/matrix adhesion.
5. Fiber Modification Techniques
5.1. Improvement in Jute Fiber and Matrix Adhesion
The mechanical properties of any natural composite usually depend upon the dispersion of fiber
in a polymeric matrix. To ensure better mechanical and physical properties, there must be a proper
adhesion between fiber and matrix. A strong adhesion between fiber and matrix will help with strong
interfacial bonding [96]. A lack of proper adhesion between fiber and matrix can lead to a decrease in
mechanical characteristics, such as a decrease in strength [97]. The hydrophilic nature of fiber and the
hydrophobic nature of matrix is also one of the main reasons for poor adhesion. This difference in
nature leads to a poor stress transfer between matrix and fiber, which will further lead to different
problems like the cracking of the composite and a reduction in the different properties of composites [98].
It has been presented in many studies that different techniques can be used to overcome the issues
related to adhesion. The surface-modification techniques of fibers seem to achieve good results
in the improvement of fiber–matrix adhesion. Many chemical and physical surface-modification
techniques have been established so far as part of attempts to overcome this issue [87]. Pukanszky [99]
explained a modal for the quantitative description for the reliance of tensile properties of composites
on parameters such as polymer/filler adhesion and geometry. It was concluded from analysis that
the ultimate tensile properties were influenced by polymer/filler adhesion and interfacial interactions.
Interfacial specific surface area, surface modification, aggregation, filler and matrix properties influence
the strength of composite. The proposed modal also unfolded faults and imperfections in composite
such as voids, aggregation, and dewetting. All the faults and imperfections, which are directly related
to the failure of composite i.e., initiation and propagation, will have impact on the tensile properties
of composite. Smaller filler particles have better matrix/filler adhesion but aggregation leads to the
development of the failure site, while large filler particles have poor matrix/filler which will lead to
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dewetting and cavity formation. Cavities will act as failure initiation sites. Above certain critical value
of filler, matrix discontinuity will increase, leading to the brittle fracture of the composite.
Liu et al. [100] treated jute fibers with an alkali treatment (using NaOH) and Maleic
anhydride-grafted polypropylene (MPP) emulsion. This surface treatment method was effective
in improving the performance of jute fibers in composites by increasing fiber/matrix adhesion.
The method served to modify the jute fiber surface along improving fiber dispersion and increased
the mechanical strength of the jute fibers, while the alkali treatment enhanced the removal of waxes
and fatty constituents. The flexural, tensile, and impact strength of jute fibers were improved due
to these treatments. Both of these methods were promising, showing an improvement of interfacial
bonding due to an increase in adhesion between jute fiber and matrix. MPP is commonly utilized
as a coupling agent to improve fiber–matrix adhesion. Combining alkali treatment and MPP show
even better results in improving fiber–matrix adhesion [101]. Mohanty et al. [86] used dewaxing,
alkali treatment, cyanoethylation, and grafting for the surface modification of jute fibers. Mechanical
properties, such as tensile and impact strength, were also improved due to these surface modifications,
along with the improvement in fiber/matrix adhesion. Mwaikambo et al. [102] treated jute fibers with
an alkali solution of NaOH. This surface technique altered the surface topology and crystallization
of fibers along with enhancing the fiber/matrix adhesion. Alkali treatment made the surface rough,
increasing the interlocking strength between fiber and matrix. In addition, mechanical properties were
also improved due to alkalization and crystallization. Corrales et al. [103] chemically modified jute
fibers by treating them with a derivative of fatty acid—oleoyl chloride. This chemical method helped
in modifying the hydrophilic nature of the fiber by which fibers were left with an olefinic deposit,
which resulted in improved fiber/matrix adhesion. Basak et al. [104] studied the effects of temperature
on silane treatment for jute fiber surface modification. It was concluded that a high-temperature
silane treatment significantly improved the mechanical properties of jute fiber when compared to
a low-temperature treatment. Additionally, silane treatment helped further in improving adhesion
between jute fiber and matrix. Thakur et al. [105] also used silane treatment with the help of a silane
coupling agent. The silane coupling agent was found to be effective in improving the physio-chemical
properties of fibers, as well as being effective for surface modification. Silane treatment increased
flexural, tensile strength and Young’s modulus of fibers up to 30% along with significant improvements
in fiber–matrix adhesion [106]. Battegazzore et al. [107] used an interesting layer-by-layer (LBL)
assembly technique to modify hemp fibers in a composite. LBL technique has been used to increase
fiber/matrix adhesion through nanostructured coatings of interphase materials. LBL promotes better
fiber/matrix adhesion, mass transfer, and ultimately the mechanical properties of the composite.
Chitosan and sepiolite nanorods were used in composites as interphase materials and deposited LBL
via water-based electrolysis. LBL deposition improved the moisture resistance of fibers, made the
surface smooth, and produced nanotexturing. Nanotexturing improved fiber/matrix adhesion in the
composite. A significant increase in elastic modulus and tensile strength was observed. The results of
some surface treatments are also reported in Table 3.
5.2. Moisture Absorption Properties
The hydrophilic nature of natural fibers is one of the major hindrances faced when seeking to
improve the mechanical properties of natural composites. The reason for this moisture absorption
property is the presence of hydroxyl groups [69]. Moisture absorption can result in a reduction of
the mechanical and physical properties, changing the dimensions [37]. In fact, the water adsorption
property remains the chief hindrance in possible uses and beneficial applications. Water is absorbed
by capillary actions and will also incorporate into any micro cracks and void spaces present in
a bio-composite [108]. Water absorption is carried out through two methods—diffusion and percolation
methods [109,110]. Natural fibers need to be altered physically and chemically in order to overcome
this problem of moisture absorption. Different studies are available to help solve the problem of
moisture absorption by giving rise to hydrophobic properties in natural fiber [34]. The durability of
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natural fiber composites has been at stake due to this absorption property, while the physical and
mechanical properties of jute fiber composites have received more focus, meaning that little work has
so far been done to improve the efficiency of jute fibers in hygroscopic environments. Enzyme grafting
is an important technique for increasing the hydrophobic behavior of natural fiber. Grafting usually
involves creation of reactive radicals through lignin oxidation. These reactive radicals act as grafting
sites for oxidized or non-oxidized molecules of the choice [111,112]. Liu et al. [112] studied the effects
of grafting dodecyl gallate on a jute fiber surface through HRP mediated oxidative polymerization
techniques. The main goal of the research was to increase the hydrophobic characteristics of jute
fibers. FTIR, SEM, and TGA confirmed surface modification through grafting, while it was observed
that a hydrophobic group was introduced by a grafting agent. Hydrophobic nature was also tested
through wetting time and contact angle tests. In doing so, the hydrophobic nature of jute fiber was
found to be increased after surface modification. Enzymatic bonding has been studied for grafting
functional molecules to lignocellulosic materials mediated by laccase. Enzymes such as laccase are
emerging mediator catalysts for enzymatic grafting, having an environment friendly nature and
moderate working conditions [113,114]. Dong et al. [114] studied the hydrophobic nature of jute fibers
via laccase-mediated dodecyl gallate enzymatic grafting, together with exploring the feasibility of
this method. Grafting and surface modification was confirmed by FTIR, SEM, XPS, and AFM, while
an increase in the hydrophobic nature of jute fiber was confirmed through wetting time and the contact
angle test. This research confirmed an increase in the hydrophobic nature of jute fibers after enzymatic
graft surface modification, which also proved to be eco-friendly and cost-effective. In addition, surface
modification increases certain mechanical properties of jute composite. Hu et al. [115] studied the
different stages of moisture absorption in jute fiber/PLA composites. It was found that moisture
is absorbed in three stages, including a short and abrupt moisture absorption stage, a slow and
constant moisture absorption stage, and the fastest and most abrupt moisture absorption stage. A long
exposure of fibers to a moisture environment would decrease their mechanical properties along with the
degradation of the composite, although different types of coating can help to reduce water absorption
in fiber. Many defects were found, including micro-cracks, and pore and surface relaxation during
aging. Hong et al. [116] found that maleic anhydride decreased the hygroscopic behavior of jute
fibers through surface modifications and by increasing the compatibility between the jute fiber and the
matrix. Maleic anhydride increased the covalent bonds along with van dar Waals forces, at interfaces
between the jute fiber and the matrix. Some mechanical properties were also improved due to the
surface modification.
5.3. Thermal Degradation and Fire Resistance Properties
Flammability and thermal degradation are some of the properties of natural jute fibers that have
limited the use of fibers in a vast range of applications. Flammability and combustion of any natural
fiber based composite depend on factors such as composite nature, polymeric matrix, natural fibers,
moisture content, thermal properties, density, and structure. Due to flammability, thermal degradation,
and fire issues, natural jute fibers have not found their way into high-temperature applications [85].
It is important to understand the flammability of both fiber and polymeric matrix material. Polymeric
matrix undergoes thermal and thermal oxidative decomposition during combustion. Combustion
results in production of heat, dense smoke, and volatiles. These volatiles include carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons along with non-combustible and non-flammable gases such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen
halides etc. Each polymer produces different volatiles and these volatiles are dependent on chemical
nature of polymer. Volatiles produce free radicals which are involved in the decomposition and
burning of a polymer. Final products, rate of decomposition, and the decomposition mechanism are
not only dependent on the chemical nature but also on the physical properties of polymers. Physical
properties such as glass-transition, decomposition, and melting temperatures impact the decomposition
mechanism. At these temperatures, the polymer goes through a phase-transition which influences
physical properties such as viscosity, modulus, density, and thermal conductivity. Char formation is
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another important aspect to gauge the fire and thermal decomposition of polymeric matrix. Highly
cross-linked polymers or polymers which undergo cross-linking during decomposition usually form
char during combustion. Char prevents heat from underlying polymer layers, acting like a heat
barrier. Polymers with char formation characteristics have low flammability and high fire resistance.
These polymers are, therefore, more desirable for polymeric matrix materials [117–119]. Natural fibers
have decomposition temperatures less than glass transition temperatures and are called non-thermo
plastics. Natural fibers have poor heat and flame resistance. Thermal degradation of natural fiber
involves desorption of moisture, cellulose chains cross-linking, and the formation of volatiles, char,
tar, and gases. Fibers with high cellulosic content have poor flammability and thermal degradation
properties. Natural fiber is composed of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, pectin, waxes, and oil based
materials. These all constituents take part in poor fire resistance and low temperature degradation.
Temperature plays a vital role in the thermal stability of natural fibers as it controls thermal expansion
and contraction and moisture sorption [120]. Low thermal stability increases the chances of cellulose
degradation with the release of volatile compounds directly effecting mechanical and physical properties
of natural fiber based composites [26]. Cellulose usually decomposes between the temperature range
of 260–350 ◦ C, hemicellulose decomposes in between 200–260 ◦ C, lignin starts decomposing at 160 ◦ C
and continues up to 400 ◦ C [121]. Natural composite usually degrades completely around 400–500 ◦ C
with the release of heat and toxic compounds [122]. Burning can produce combustible gases, toxic
compounds, non-combustible gases, char and smoke [123]. Differences in chemical constituents of
natural fiber can change thermal degradation, fire resistance, and flame properties of natural fiber [124].
Fiber structure and fiber orientation play an important role for the determination of flammability
properties [125]. The presence of ash and silica can increase fire resistance. Cellulose based materials
are easily burnt in the presence of oxygen.
All natural fibers are required to pass certain tests regarding fire resistance and thermal degradation
in order to be used in practical applications. Jute fibers will generate thick black smoke upon catching
fire, which can have deadly consequences. To ensure smooth operation and safety, a natural jute fiber
composite is needed to pass the safety test [126]. It is therefore important to understand the underlying
chemistry of jute fiber in order to overcome this issue. The poor fire-resistance properties of jute fibers
has kept them away from numerous applications, such as those vital for aerospace and transportation
sectors. A very small number of studies have been carried out so far to improve the fire resistance of
jute and natural fibers [119]. On the other hand, due to extensive research on synthetic composites,
many methods have been formulated to overcome poor fire resistance. Temperature plays an important
role in the thermal stability of jute fibers. A higher temperature can lead to the degradation of jute fiber
and composite with decreased mechanical and physical properties [6]. Sinha et al. [127] modified the
surface of jute fiber using 5% of NaOH, with jute fibers being treated at room temperature. From DSC
analysis, it was clear that the thermal stability of jute fibers decreased after treatment. The reason for
the decrease in thermal stability could be down to the close packing of cellulose with resin. A long
exposure time in an alkali treatment would lead to the removal of hemicellulose which will, in turn,
decrease the thermal stability of jute fiber.
Nam et al. [128] modified fibers and performed silane and alkali surface treatments to increase
fiber–matrix adhesion, looking to achieve a better thermal stability of jute fiber composites. Surface
treatments were found to decrease weight loss during TGA analysis while increasing the thermal
stability of fiber. Combustion phenomena take place when natural fibers come into contact with fire
or even heat. The combustion of natural fibers depends on many factors, like the amount of oxygen,
the flow of gases within the combustion area, and the heat generated during combustion [85].
Various techniques are employed to increase fire resistance in jute fibers. These techniques include
the introduction of fire-resistant methods during processing [129], including coating with fire-resistance
materials, the introduction of non-flammable resins, different types of polymers, a range of binders,
the insulation of composite, and the introduction of nanoparticles [130]. The particle size of fire-resistant
material is also important for fire-resistance properties. Some studies have even tried to use organic
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fire-retardant materials but, due to toxicity issues, they are not preferred. Some inorganic and polymeric
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Factors effecting manufacturing processes are moisture, fiber type, fiber contents, and fiber
orientation. These factors also influence the final properties of composites [29]. Moisture can
significantly affect processing parameters and final properties. The adequate drying of fibers is
necessary before proceeding for processing. Evaporation of water moisture during processes due to
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These factors also influence the final properties of composites [29]. Moisture can significantly affect
processing parameters and final properties. The adequate drying of fibers is necessary before
proceeding for processing. Evaporation of water moisture during processes due to high temperature
can cause bubbles in final products and increase porosity of bio-composites which can deteriorate
mechanical properties [140]. Different fiber modification techniques can also be used to reduce moisture
content [138]. Fiber type and its contents are very important for efficient and proper processing.
In addition, fiber length, aspect ratio. and compounds like silicates present in fibers have great influence
on processing [141]. Temperature is the most important factor that needs to be considered in the
processing of bio-composites. Natural fibers usually have a small operating window for processing.
Higher temperatures can lead to the degradation of fibers [12]. For the commercial production of
bio-composites apart from an abundance of natural fibers, high efficiency and easy processability of
these processing techniques are required [142]. Natural bio-composites need to have good structural
and functional constancy during storage, in service, and during their final environmental degradation
in order to compete with synthetic composites [2]. The main advantages of natural fiber processing are
that these natural fibers cause minimal damage to tools used in process. Natural fibers are less abrasive
than synthetic fibers and ultimately will cause less wear to tools and machines used in processing [143].
There are a few factors which must be kept in mind during processing. Stresses induced during
processing can cause premature solidification of the melt. The final shape can undergo up to 8%
shrinkage upon solidification [144]. Agglomeration is another problem encountered during processing.
This problem is caused due to excess fiber use. Similar fibers cling to each other and this agglomeration
can cause serious effects on the final mechanical properties of the composite [12]. High viscosity
of melt effects process speediness and the uniformity of final products. The uniformity of the final
product is also affected by the length of fibers [145]. Problems associated with processing techniques
can be overcome through the addition of many additives but these additives will increase process
cost. While additives may solve some problems, they can also create new problems in processing.
A number of methods can be found for manufacturing jute fiber-based bio-composites, with key final
properties helping to select the best possible option. One of the driving factors during processing
is a homogenous distribution of fibers in the matrix. A homogenous distribution of fibers ensures
better mechanical properties, while conditions like processing temperature are mainly dependent on
a polymeric matrix [146]. Additionally, many methods have been developed for the manufacturing
of bio-composites.
6.1. Hand Lay-Up Technique
The Hand Lay-Up Technique is a widely used method for the manufacturing of different
bio-composites. In this method, the fibers are placed in the mold and resin is applied on fibers with
the help of rollers. For curing, a vacuum technique is usually used afterward. Some of the main
advantages of this process are its simplicity, low-processing cost, and the ability to manufacture
complex designs; while the process is also known for having a long processing time and being labor
intensive, which are the few disadvantages associated with the process [147,148]. During the fabrication
of jute fiber composites, this process requires up to 400% more resin than fibers which is essentially not
feasible for economic purposes. Along with excessive resin consumption, the process may require
a pre-treatment of fibers, adding more cost to the process. Abdullah-Al-Kafi et al. [55] manufactured
a jute and glass fiber composite by employing a hand lay-up technique, from which the composite
with 25% of jute fibers showed better mechanical properties. Jute and glass fiber proportions were 1:3.
Chaudhary et al. [21] fabricated a jute/hemp/flax epoxy reinforced hybrid composite using the hand
lay-up technique. 8% jute, 9% hemp, and 8% flax fibers by weight were used for the fabrication of the
hybrid composite.
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6.2. Resin Transfer Molding
The process is considered to be better than hand lay-up techniques in terms of the quality of
composites produced. Resin transfer molding is cost effective method with high production rate.
First of all, the injection of resin material is carried out in the closed cavity mold after placement of
fibers. Low vacuum pressure is applied for curing, which will be completed in 30–60 min due to
vacuum. The fibers are placed in the mold prior to injection of resin. Then, after injection, fibers
will impregnate in resin. Process parameters, such as injection pressure, vacuum pressure, fibers
percentage, and temperature, affect the final mechanical and physical properties of the composite.
This method is known for a high manufacturing rate and is ideal for the manufacturing of complex
shapes. Mostly low-viscosity resins are used in this process [6,149]. Edge flow is observed in composite
due to distance between fiber perform and mould cavity. Edge flow can easily disrupt the smoothness
and uniformity of the flow pattern, leading to poor wetting of fibers. Edge flow can lead to defects
during mould cavity filling which will lead to dry spot and spillage. The velocity of resin can vary
from point to point due to non-uniformity and rough structure of fibers. This will cause voids to form
which have adverse effects on the mechanical properties of the composite [150].
6.3. Pultrusion
Pultrusion is the best method for manufacturing composites with a thin cross-section; being
a continuous manufacturing method, it is used to manufacture mats, ropes, yarn, etc. During the
manufacturing of jute-based polymers and composites, jute fibers are impregnated in a resin material
and then the material is passed through a hot die. In this process, it is very hard to keep fiber orientation
constant. The process is known for the manufacturing of thin cross-sectional shapes and complex
geometries with an allowance of high automation. Jute-based products that are manufactured via this
process contain up to 70% of jute fibers. As a comparison, jute composites fabricated through this process
have better mechanical properties, better electric insulation, and better corrosion resistance [6,151].
Akil et al. [152] studied a jute/glass fiber polyester hybrid composite. The hybrid composite was
fabricated through pultrusion. The pulling speed and the die temperature were 180 mm/min and 85 ◦ C,
respectively, for pultrusion. The jute to glass fiber ratio was 50:50 by volume and fibers to matrix ratio
was 70:30.
6.4. Extrusion
Extrusion is the most popular technique used by the plastics industry, being a technique that
is known to offer a uniform mixing of all components. This method is useful for manufacturing
composites where the orientation of fibers is not important, as the fibers are randomly distributed.
In this process, single or twin screws are used which can rotate in clockwise and anti-clockwise
directions. A single-screw extruder has low mixing effects and is used in applications where less mixing
of fiber and matrix material is required. A twin-screw extruder is known for a great mixing effect and
high-thrust forces, working to distribute fibers uniformly throughout the composite. With extrusion,
ballets are usually fed into a heated chamber with feed screws to process molten mixture and, during
the extrusion process of jute composite, up to 40% of jute fibers are mixed in a polymeric matrix.
After this process, the final product can be subjected to post-processing techniques for higher quality.
Figure 5 shows different fabrication methods [5,6,18].
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7. Hybrid Jute Bio-Composite
Natural fiber composites encounter various problems related to mechanical and physical properties.
Natural fiber composites encounter various problems related to mechanical and physical
To overcome the shortcomings of natural fibers, synthetic fibers are introduced in composite matrix
properties. To overcome the shortcomings of natural fibers, synthetic fibers are introduced in
to make it a hybrid composite. Hybrid composites are simply the combination of two or more
composite matrix to make it a hybrid composite. Hybrid composites are simply the combination of
fibers in which one fiber compensates for the shortcomings of the other fiber. Usually, both natural
two or more fibers in which one fiber compensates for the shortcomings of the other fiber. Usually,
and synthetic fibers are used to make hybrid composites. Hybrid bio-composites can also be
both natural and synthetic fibers are used to make hybrid composites. Hybrid bio-composites can
termed as partial bio-degradable composites. Hybrid bio-composites may include non-degradable
also be termed as partial bio-degradable composites. Hybrid bio-composites may include nonpolymers with a combination of synthetic and natural fibers as fillers. Normally hybrid composites
degradable polymers with a combination of synthetic and natural fibers as fillers. Normally hybrid
are manufactured through conventional fabrication techniques such as compression molding [2].
composites are manufactured through conventional fabrication techniques such as compression
Hybridization of composites is generally classified into two types—intralaminate and interlaminate.
molding [2]. Hybridization of composites is generally classified into two types—intralaminate and
In intralaminate hybridization, natural and synthetic fibers are intertwined together in one single
interlaminate. In intralaminate hybridization, natural and synthetic fibers are intertwined together in
layer while interlaminate is the deposition of different distinguishable fiber layers [153]. A fine
one single layer while interlaminate is the deposition of different distinguishable fiber layers [153]. A
balance between cost and performance is achievable through felicitous designing of hybrid composites.
fine balance between cost and performance is achievable through felicitous designing of hybrid
The physical and mechanical properties of hybrid composites are dependent on fiber content, length
composites. The physical and mechanical properties of hybrid composites are dependent on fiber
and orientation of each fiber, fiber/matrix bonding, and the failure strain of fibers. While designing
content, length and orientation of each fiber, fiber/matrix bonding, and the failure strain of fibers.
and fabricating hybrid composites, the selection of suitable fibers and their properties are of utmost
While designing and fabricating hybrid composites, the selection of suitable fibers and their
importance. The usefulness of a hybrid composite is determined by the physical, chemical, mechanical
properties are of utmost importance. The usefulness of a hybrid composite is determined by the
properties, and compatibility of fiber/matrix materials [4]. The addition of glass fibers helps in improving
physical, chemical, mechanical properties, and compatibility of fiber/matrix materials [4]. The
the shortcomings associated with natural fibers. Properties like elongation at break, impact strength,
addition of glass fibers helps in improving the shortcomings associated with natural fibers. Properties
tensile strength, and Young’s modulus in bio-composites can be enhanced with the hybridization of
like elongation at break, impact strength, tensile strength, and Young’s modulus in bio-composites
synthetic fibers. Hybridization reduces the water absorption property of bio-composites. Hybrid
can be enhanced with the hybridization of synthetic fibers. Hybridization reduces the water
composites have certain advantages including high impact resistance, high toughness, and high specific
absorption property of bio-composites. Hybrid composites have certain advantages including high
strength. Composite hybridization is classified into two groups—hybrid composites with natural fibers
impact resistance, high toughness, and high specific strength. Composite hybridization is classified
and hybrid composites with synthetic fibers.
into two groups—hybrid composites with natural fibers and hybrid composites with synthetic fibers.
7.1. Hybridization with Natural Fibers
7.1. Hybridization with Natural Fibers
Composites with a combination of two or more natural fibers in a polymer matrix is known as
Composites with a combination of two or more natural fibers in a polymer matrix is known as a
a hybridization with natural fibers. Some of the advantages associated with natural fibers are low cost
hybridization with natural fibers. Some of the advantages associated with natural fibers are low cost
manufacturing, renewable nature, eco-friendliness, light weight, and optimum mechanical properties.
manufacturing, renewable nature, eco-friendliness, light weight, and optimum mechanical
Due to all these advantages, hybrid natural fiber composites are currently being used in number of
properties. Due to all these advantages, hybrid natural fiber composites are currently being used in
number of applications such as in the automobile and aerospace industries. In general, hybrid
composites have low strength to weight ratios and are easy to fabricate and manufacture [154].
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applications such as in the automobile and aerospace industries. In general, hybrid composites have
low strength to weight ratios and are easy to fabricate and manufacture [154].
Boopalan et al. [155] studied the thermal, mechanical, and water absorption properties of jute
and banana fiber epoxy hybrid composites. Flexural, tensile and impact strength were at maximum
for the 50/50 weight ratio of jute and banana fibers in an epoxy hybrid composite. Similarly, for the
same ratio of both fibers, the hybrid composite had more enhanced thermal properties and a reduction
in water absorption. Akil et al. [152] studied water uptake in a jute/glass fiber polyester hybrid
composite. The addition of glass fibers increased the resistance of the composite towards water
absorption. Water absorption was found to be dependent on fiber content and stacking sequence.
When the hybrid composites were subjected to moisture, a significant reduction in flexural and tensile
properties was observed due to water absorption. Fiore et al. [156] studied the effect of stacking
sequence and sodium bi-carbonate treatment on the mechanical properties of a hybrid jute/flax epoxy
composite. Sodium bi-carbonate treatment significantly improved the quasi-static properties of the
hybrid composite. Sodium bi-carbonate treatment helped in improving the mechanical properties
in the flax based composite, while the jute-based composite showed a slight decrease in mechanical
properties. Optimum mechanical properties can be achieved through hybridization.
Jawaid et al. [157] studied chemical resistance, void content, and tensile properties for a tri-layer
epoxy reinforced jute/oil palm fiber hybrid composite. Chemical resistance tests were performed
using different chemicals. The hybrid composite had slightly elevated chemical resistance than the
pure composite. When oil palm fiber was used as skin layer in tri-layer composite, it had a greater
void content of 8.6% due to fiber/matrix compatibility issues. The jute/oil palm fiber/jute tri-layer
composite had greater tensile strength as compared to when the jute fiber layer was sandwiched
between oil palm fiber layers. This is due to the fact that jute fibers are more compatible with epoxy
resin. In another research study, Jawaid et al. [158] studied the mechanical properties of a jute/oil
palm fiber hybrid composite. The hybrid composite had increased flexural strength and modulus
compared to the pure palm fiber composite. Impact strength was lower for the hybrid composite than
the pure palm fiber composite. Shanmugam and Thiruchitrambalam [159] showed that alkali treated
hybrid jute and palmyra palm leaf fibers had increased properties comparable with synthetic fiber
hybridization such as glass fibers. Akali treated jute/palm leaf fibers based hybrid composites had
increased tensile and flexural properties. Fiore et al. [160] studied the aging resistance of jute–basalt
bio-epoxy hybrid composites. Sandwiched hybrid laminates exhibited high aging resistance due to
basalt layers protecting jute fibers from degradation.
7.2. Hybridization with Synthetic Fibers
Synthetic fiber hybrid composites have better mechanical properties than natural fiber composites.
Synthetic fibers have better fiber/matrix adhesion which increase the overall mechanical properties
of the composite. But high cost associated with synthetic fiber manufacturing has limited the use of
these hybrid composites in various applications. Some of issues related to synthetic fibers hybrid
composites are environmental issues, recyclability, biodegradability, and reusability [161,162]. Research
is being carried out in the field of synthetic fiber hybrid composites to overcome all the shortcomings.
Researchers are looking into improving properties of natural fiber composites with the inclusion
of synthetic fibers. The hybridization of natural fibers with glass fibers significantly improves the
mechanical properties of the composite [154,163].
Ahmed et al. [164] studied different mechanical properties for a jute/glass fiber reinforced polyester
hybrid composite. Young’s modulus increased with the increase in glass fiber content while the Poisson
ratio decreased. This was due to more transverse strain and lower longitudinal strain in the jute
fiber composite in comparison with the jute/glass fiber composite. Aquino et al. [165] studied the
effects of moisture on different mechanical properties of a jute/glass fiber hybrid composite. Moisture
content decreased mechanical properties such as tensile strength and Young’s modulus. Moisture
disrupts fiber/matrix adhesion with decrease in mechanical properties. Selver et al. [166] studied the
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effect of stacking arrangement on different mechanical properties of a jute/flax/glass fiber thermoset
composite. The addition of natural fibers reduced overall density for both jute/glass and flax/glass
fiber composites. Higher flexural strength was obtained when glass fibers were used as outer layers,
sandwiching natural fiber layer.
8. Limitations of Jute Fiber
Despite a lot of research being carried out to make use of jute fibers in many practical applications,
many limitations still need to be addressed to get the full benefit from them. Some shortcomings of jute
fibers include the hydrophilic nature of the fiber, poor fiber–matrix adhesion, the poor dispersion of jute
fiber in a matrix, low physical and mechanical properties, flammable properties, limitations in thermal
properties, a short temperature window for processing, and a lack of processing techniques [84,85,167].
These are some of the limitations keeping jute fibers from many applications, especially in load-bearing
examples. Different scientists and researchers have developed fiber-modification techniques to
overcome these issues. Jute fiber is hydrophilic in nature and vulnerable to absorbing water from the
external environment. Hydroxyl and the presence of polar groups in jute fiber are responsible for the
absorption of excess moisture. The moisture absorption in jute fiber can cause it to swell, which can
further lead to the cracking of bio-composites. This moisture is also believed to cause compatibility
issues with fiber and matrix. Poor fiber–matrix adhesion, a decrease in interfacial bonding, and
a decrease in mechanical properties are some of the consequences of moisture absorption [97,167].
The hydrophobic nature of matrix material and the hydrophilic nature of fibers cause poor fiber–matrix
adhesion in bio-composites. Different chemical methods are currently being used to overcome issues
related to the hydrophilic nature of the fibers. Jute fiber composite usually has low mechanical
properties when compared with synthetic fibers such as carbon and glass fibers. Much focus is
being given on improving these mechanical properties to increase the implementation of jute fiber
composites and polymers [168]. Different modification treatments can be applied to achieve such
a goal. Researchers have found these treatments to be useful in improving different mechanical and
physical properties [169]. Jute fibers are a natural fiber, containing pectin, lignin, oils, and different
waxes. These constituents are all highly combustible and flammable in favorable conditions, making
jute fiber poorly resistant to fire. The flammability issue is one of the major hindrances affecting the
implementation of these fibers in practical use. However, the addition of flame retardants seems to be
improving the flammability properties of these fibers, but much research is still required if this problem
is to be overcome effectively. A high concentration of cellulose in jute fiber makes it more susceptible to
fire [124]. Thermal degradation is another problem associated with these jute fibers, which can easily
be degraded around a temperature of 450 ◦ C, which limits jute fiber for low-temperature applications.
This degradation will lead to drastic changes in the mechanical and physical properties of fibers [41].
Amount of jute fiber constituents such as cellulose, pectin, oil, and waxes can vary from plant to plant
and are due to different external environmental factors. These amounts effect both thermal and fire
properties, while fiber direction and structure also play an effective role in changing these properties.
The high-cellulose composition makes fibers less fire-resistant, while low lignin concentration gives
better fire resistance [125]. A lack of processing techniques for jute-based bio-composites is another
issue. Currently, with little modifications, conventional techniques used for the production of synthetic
composites and polymers are favored. However, new processing techniques are being developed to
ensure the smooth processing of jute-based bio-composites.
9. Applications
Jute fiber has a vast range of applications and become one of the most important fibers in the
bio-composite industry. Jute fiber somehow has better mechanical and physical properties than other
natural fibers. Countries like Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Malaysia, and Indonesia offer a high supply of
jute fiber plants, making it abundant in nature. Currently, the textile industry is the main user of jute
fiber, which is used to make clothes, ropes, bedsheets, sacks, bags, shoelaces, etc. Significantly, jute fiber
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has also made its way to the automobile sector, where it is used to make cup holders, different parts
of the dashboard, and door panels. In the USA, many big companies have been using natural fibers
like jute, hemp, and flex for making different exterior and interior parts for vehicles [170]. Jute fibers
can help different car manufacturing companies to reduce weight and to improve mileage. Many big
companies like BMW and Mercedes are taking the initiative and investing in research and development
to make the best use of natural fibers in their cars. Furthermore, jute fibers have found applications
in packaging industries and are replacing synthetic fibers, as well as being used in cosmetics, in the
medical sector, and even in paints industries for various diversified applications.
Many developed countries are themselves taking radical steps to incorporate natural fibers into
different industries, aiming for a clean environment. Jute fibers are readily used in construction
for the manufacturing of windows, doors, floor matting, partitions between rooms, and for ceilings.
They are even being used to make chairs, tables, and different kitchen products. European countries
are more concerned with environmental changes and governments are desperately trying to introduce
natural fibers like jute fiber into practical applications. For this purpose, many government and
private organizations have joined hands for the commercialization of these fibers. Governments
are giving different incentives to industries for the use of natural fibers in the manufacturing of
products [171]. In addition, jute fiber is employed in agriculture and consumer goods industries for
various applications. The use of various natural fibers, including jute fiber, will continue to increase in
the coming few years, offering lots of potential to be used in a number of applications. In addition,
jute fibers are renewable and eco-friendly in nature [172]. Although jute fiber is considered as one of
the most popular fibers, a lot of effort is still required to make the best use of it in different applications.
Some of the main reasons for the slow commercialization of jute fiber include a lack of processing
methods, low mechanical and physical properties in comparison with synthetic fibers, and the high
costs associated with jute fiber composites [6,24]. Research studies are being carried out to make
jute fiber a better fit for its potential applications. Due to a huge number of potential applications,
many industries are taking a fresh interest in jute fibers. Asia has become a hub for the production
of jute fiber and many new markets are emerging throughout the region. It is anticipated that the
demand for jute fiber will increase significantly in the near future due to vast applications. Consumers
are accepting jute fiber composites due to its excellent properties and preferring its products due to
minimal environmental effects. Figure 6 shows the different applications of jute-based composites.

.....

Figure 6. Applications of jute-based composites.
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10. Conclusions
The enormous potential of jute-based composites to provide environmentally-friendly materials
is the key driving force behind their fast development. The concept of bio-composites is not new,
rather the term “green composites” has been tossed around by a number of studies before. Initially,
high fabrication costs and a lack of synthesis methods have restricted the growth of bio-composites,
but environmental concerns have raised their importance. Jute-based composites have attracted the
attention of many researchers, together with research and development funds, due to their better
physical and mechanical properties among all natural fibers.
This review depicts the different problems linked with an excessive use of synthetic composites.
These problems include pollution, disposal problems, inertness, and the high-carbon emissions
associated with their use. It is concluded that the matter of discontinuing and discouraging the
manufacturing of synthetic composites is of absolute importance for protecting the environment
from their hazards. In this work, we have presented a critical analysis and some key findings
concerning recent jute-based bio and hybrid composites. These key findings include discussion
of different fabrication techniques for jute-based composites, such as hand lay-up, resin transfer
molding, pultrusion and extrusion, and detailed discussion regarding the physical, mechanical, and
electrical issues, as well as flammability and moisture absorption properties. The structure of jute
fibers has been discussed, describing all the constituents and the part they play in its properties. It was
determined that micro-fibrils and lumen play vital roles in both the mechanical properties and low
density. Different bonding structures were also discussed, explaining their roles in better mechanical
properties. A few of the significant limitations of jute-based composites include poor fiber–matrix
adhesion and the hydrophilic nature of the fiber. These limitations can be overcome through different
physical–chemical and chemical-modification techniques. These modification techniques help in
improving poor fiber–matrix adhesion, the hydrophilic nature, and the poor thermal properties of jute
fibers. Different surface-modification techniques, such as alkali and radiation techniques, were also
found to be useful in increasing the mechanical properties and minimizing the limitations of jute-based
composites. Another way to overcome these limitations is the inclusion of synthetic fibers to make
hybrid jute-based composites. Hybrid jute-based composites have better mechanical and physical
properties. Hybrid jute-based composites have improved fiber/matrix adhesion, better resistance for
moisture, and enhanced thermal properties.
This study also outlines the various applications of jute-based composites, such as textiles,
construction, packaging, medical, cosmetic, and furniture industries. Due to the growing demand
for jute-based composites, the applications are likely to include new fields and it is expected that
their usage will be increased significantly, followed by their detailed research and development for
industrial-scale processes.
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